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ABSTRACT.   Let D be a bounded symmetric domain.   Let G be the uni-

versal covering group of the identity component A „(D) of the group of all holo-

morphic diffeomorphisms of D onto itself.   In this case, any G-hotnogeneous

vector bundle E — D admits a natural structure of G-homogeneous holomorphic

vector bundles.  The vector bundle E — D must be holomorphically trivial, since

D is a Stein manifold.   We exhibit explicitly a holomorphic trivialization of E —

D by defining a map #: G — GL(K) (V being the fiber of the vector bundle)

which extends the classical "universal factor of automorphy" for the action of

AÂD) on D.   Then, we study the space H of all square integrable holomorphic

sections of E — D.   The natural action of G on H defines a unitary irreducible

representation of G.   The representations obtained in this way are square inte-

grable over G/Z (Z denotes the center of G) in the sense that the absolute

values of their matrix coefficients are in LJG/Z).

1.  Introduction.   Now, let G be any connected covering group of AQ(D).

Choose a base point o e D and represent D = G/K.

When G admits a finite dimensional faithful representation (in which case G

has infinite fundamental group), M. S. Narasimhan and K. Okamoto [9] have shown

that most of the discrete classes of G (obtained by Harish-Chandra in [6]) can be

realized on spaces of square integrable harmonic forms of type (0, q) with coef-

ficients in homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles on G/K arising from finite

dimensional irreducible unitary representations of K.

If we assume that G has a finite dimensional faithful representation we can

consider a complex form G of G and realize G/K as an open G-orbit in a com-

plex manifold Gc/L where L = K P+ (see §2) is a closed complex Lie subgroup

of G . Homogeneous vector bundles are obtained as associated bundles Ef—>D

to the principal K-bundle G —» D where r is a continuous representation of K on

a finite dimensional complex vector space V.  If r denotes an irreducible unitary
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representation of K, then f is uniquely extended to a holomorphic representation

?' of L which is trivial on P+.   Then the homogeneous vector bundle ET —* G/K

is the restriction of the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle E«, —* Gc/L to

the open submanifold G/K of G /L.   In this way Ef —*G/K picks upa structure

of a homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle.

When we drop the requirement that G have a complex form, we are led to con-

sider the following more general problem.

The existence and uniqueness of homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle

structures for homogeneous vector bundles over complex manifolds homogeneous

under a Lie group G.   This is solved in [10].

In §2 we apply these results to the case when D is a bounded symmetric do-

main and G is the universal covering group of AQ{D).  In this case, the homoge-

neous vector bundle Ef —> D admits a natural structure of G-homogeneous holomor-

phic vector bundle which is described in Theorem 2.1.   In the second part of §2

we are concerned with the problem of constructing explicitly a holomorphic trivial-

ization of E   —» D.   This is achieved by defining a map $: G —> Gl(V) with the

properties stated in Theorem 2.3.   Because of this, one is in good position to

study the space  H of all square integrable holomorphic sections  ET —* D (when-

ever r is a unitary irreducible representation of K).   The natural action of G on

H defines a unitary irreducible representation of G (cf. Theorem 3.1).   The repre-

sentations obtained in this way are unitarily equivalent to those studied in [3]

and [4].   These representations are square integrable over G/Z, where   Z denotes

the center of G.

An application of our constructions to the case where G is a connected

covering group of A0(D) implies that the Narasimhan-Okamoto result now extends

without change to the case where  G has finite center.   The extension to an arbi-

trary G depends only on the generalization of the Harish-Chandra character theory

of the discrete series representations, [5], [6] to that of square integrable ones.

The material of this paper is contained in the author's doctoral dissertation

presented to the University of California, Berkeley.   The author wishes to thank

Professor Joseph A. Wolf for much helpful advice and patient encouragement in

the preparation of this dissertation.

2.   Homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles over bounded symmetric domains.

A bounded domain is a bounded, open connected subset of the complex vector

space  C   ,  N being a positive integer.   A bounded domain D is called symmetric

if each z £ D is an isolated fixed point of an involutive holomorphic diffeomor-

phism sz of D onto itself.   If such a diffeomorphism s    exists it is unique.   Let

G be a connected covering group of the identity component A Q(D) of the group of

all holomorphic diffeomorphisms of D onto itself.   Then G is transitive on D.
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Choose a base point o £ D and represent D = G/K.   Let o denote the automorphism

g —» sQgs0 of AQ(D) and let  gQ denote the Lie algebra of AQ(D).   If we put à =

do    we have the direct decomposition

(2.1) 3o=io+ty)

where iQ coincides with the Lie algebra of K and the + 1 eigenspace of à and

fr. is the - 1 eigenspace of à. Let 9, t, fc denote the complexifications of g0,

E-, and fyj respectively. We denote by n the canonical projection mapping G

onto D. We may identify £0 with the real tangent space DQ of D at the point o

by the mapping Y — dneYe (Y e fy). We denote by Tz (resp. T ) the holomor-

phic (resp. the antiholomorphic) tangent space of D at z.   Put

(2.2) K = tte>-d"eyeeT0l       M ^e M»«/* ef<¿

As a corollary of Theorem 3.6 of UO] we have the following result:

2.1.   Theorem.   Let r be a continuous representation of K on a finite dimen-

sional vector space, E   — D the associated G-homogeneous complex vector bun-

dle.   Then E   —> D has a natural structure of G-homogeneous holomorphic vector

bundle for which the holomorphic sections s  over an open set  U C D are charac-

terized by

section:   Xf   + r(X)f   = 0 for all X e t

holomorphic:   Xf   = 0 for all X e )p+.

Proof.   In [10] we have defined a complex subalgebra  I of g by

U{Xeg:X0 = 0i.

From the definitions it follows easily that t= Î + fa+.  Since   I is invariant under

the complex linear extension of à it follows that  \>+ = Injj and therefore [Í, ^+]

C [Ï, $ n ÍC p, n 1= £+.   Now we want to prove that ^+ is an abelian ideal of   C.

Let ]0 denote the complex structure of DQ and let  t* denote the Lie algebra of

the linear isotropy group K* corresponding to K.   Then ]Q belongs to the center

cQ of  tj (see [7]).   Identifying the Lie algebras  iQ and   i*, for X, V e ~p+ we

have

0 = t/0, tx, y]] = [[/0, x], y] + [x, [/0, y]] = -2z[x, y]

since [ft $ C t.   This shows that [)3+, £+] = 0.

Since K is connected there is a unique extension A of r from  K to  I such

that A|^+ = 0.   Now Theorem 3.6 of [lO] provides the required G-homogeneous

holomorphic structure for Ef —> D.   This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Let   M be a connected complex manifold with a Hermitian structure; AI is

said to be a Hermitian symmetric space if each point p £ M is an isolated fixed

point of an involutive holomorphic isometry s    of M.

For any bounded domain D the Bergman kernel function of D defines a Käh-

lerian structure on 0, i.e. a Hermitian structure such that the almost complex

structure / of D is invariant under parallelism.  With respect to this structure

any holomorphic diffeoraorphism of D onto itself is an isometry, therefore any

bounded symmetric domain is a Hermitian symmetric space.   Moreover, D is a

Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type, which means that the Lie algebra

g0 of Aq(D) is semisimple without compact factors and that (2.1) is a Cartan de-

composition of 90.

Conversely, if M is a Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type, then

there exist a bounded symmetric domain D and a holomorphic diffeoraorphism of

M onto D.  We need to recall the Harish-Chandra realization of M as a bounded

symmetric domain D in order to exhibit explicitly a holomorphic trivialization of

ET —»D. See [ 7] for details.

As before, let An(M) be the identity component of the group of all isometries

of M.   Let g0 denote its Lie algebra and let

% = E0 + ^0

be the Cartan decomposition of g0 which arises from the symmetry with respect to

some point o in M.  Let CQ be the center of iQ and let t)Q be some maximal

abelian subalgebra of ?0.   Then C0 C §0 and f)0 is a maximal abelian subalgebra

of So-

Let g be the complexification of g0 and let C, cj, Ï, ft be the complex sub-

spaces of g spanned by CQ, cjQ, tQ, ftQ.   Now § is a Cartan subalgebra of g.   Let

A denote the set of nonzero roots of g with respect to §.  Since [§, í]CÍ and

[6i, ft] C ft, it is clear that either a root subspace gaC t or jaC|)(ae A).  A

root a e A is called compact or noncompact according to ga C t or ga C ft.   More-

over, [t, ft+] C ft+ (see (2.2)), therefore there exists a subset P   C A such that

aePn

Since ft+ = ^0(ft_) and i/0(g ) = g~a (a £ A) where vQ denotes the conjugation of

g with respect to g0, we see that ft   = Saep   g~  .
~ *   71 É.

We can introduce a linear ordering in the dual of the real vector space ic¡0

such that the set P of all positive roots contains Pn.  We choose an ordering with

this property and whenever necessary we will be referring to it.
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Let G    denote the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g.   Let   P_,

P+, K   denote the analytic subgroups of Gc corresponding to the subalgebras

p_, p+, and E, respectively.   (p_ and p+ ate abelian subspaces of p, cf. the

proof of Theorem 2.1.)  Let G„, K„ denote the analytic subgroups of G    corre-

sponding to g0 and EQ, respectively.   The mapping (q, k, p) —» qkp is a holo-

morphic diffeomorphism of P_ x K   x P+ onto an open submanifold of G , con-

taining GQ.   For x e GQ, let tJU) denote the unique element in P_ such that

x e ¿¡(x)KcP+.   P_ and P+ are simply connected abelian Lie groups; let log: P_

—* £_ be the inverse of the exponential mapping.   The mapping

xK0 —. log £(*),     x e G0,

is a holomorphic diffeomorphism of G.//Í. onto a bounded domain D in the com-

plex vector space p_.

From now on, G will denote the universal covering group of AQ(M), and K

will denote the isotropy subgroup of G at o e M.   Then we can make the identifica-

tion M = G/K.  Let g —» g , g e G, be the covering bomomorphism G —» GQ.   The

mapping

xf>: gK -+ log £(g),     g e G,

is, therefore, a holomorphic diffeomorphism of G/K onto D.

Let r be a representation of K on the finite dimensional complex vector

space V.  We want to define a holomorphic equivalence between the holomorphic

vector bundles ET —» G/K and the trivial vector bundle D x V —» D.  This amounts

to defining a holomorphic diffeomorphism V such that the diagram

G xr V ^ D x V

(2.3) i l

G/K -f    D

commutes and induces linear isomorphisms between fibers.   To define such a map

V is equivalent to defining a map 4>: G —• Gl(V) such that

*(g*) = $(g)rU) for all g e G; all k € K;

^ and 0 being related by

(2.4) %,f] = (^(gX),$(gV),     geC, i>ev.

To motivate our definition of the map <5 in the general case let us consider

first the following example: The holomorphic tangent space of G/K at eK has

been identified with p_, and for every k € K the differential of the map gK —»

¿gK at efC corresponds to the automorphism of p_ induced by AdG(&).   This
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implies that the holomorphic tangent bundle of G/K is the homogeneous vector

bundle ET, where r denotes the representation of K on ft_  induced by Ad.-.   Let

pig) denote the action of G on D given by

p(g)ip(xK) = if,(gxK),      g,x£G.

Since the tangent bundle of D is already presented as a trivial vector bundle we

just have to compute the differential of pig) at the origin 0.

2.2.   Lemma (cf. Lemma 1.9 of [l]).   Let k: G —> K    be defined by g £

P_KÍg)P+.   Then

dpig)0 = AdG  U(g))|ft_    for all g eG.

Proof.   Given X e ft_, by definition we have

p(g)OX) = log(C(gexp/X)),

for a sufficiently small t.   Let g = qxig)p with q e P_  and p e P+) then

g exp tX = qKÍg)p exp tX = qxig)iexp t Adip)X)p.

Since [ft+, ft_] C t, [î, ft±] C ft± and [ft±, ft±] = |0l, for  Y £ ft+ we have

Ad (exp Y)X = X + [Y, X] + V2[Y, [Y, X]].

Therefore we can write

Ad(p)X = X+Z    withZef+ft+.

Putting these things together we obtain

dpig)0X = [d/dt log(f (g exp tX))\m0

= [d/dt log(£(*ic(g)(exp z(X + Z))p))]i=Q

= UM log(f (?(exp r AdU(g))X exp Í AdMg))Z)*(g)p))]i=0

= [¿/¿i logC? exp t Ad(K(g))X)]i=0 = AdUig))X,

where we have used the fact that K P + is a subgroup of G .

Lemma 2.2 tells us how we can define a holomorphic equivalence between

the holomorphic tangent bundle Ef of G/K and the trivial bundle D x ft —• D.

We can just take as the map $: G —» Gl (ft_) of (2.4) the map defined by

4Kg) = AdG Oc(g))|ft_,      g eG.

The situation in this example is particularly simple because the representa-

tion z of K factors thru the restriction to  KQ of a representation of K  .   In the

general case one has to be more careful.
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The Lie algebra   ífl being the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group, e.g.   KQ,

is the direct sum tn = cQ + [iQ, tQ] of its center and its derived algebra i'Q =

[iQ, i0I.   If K' denotes the analytic subgroup of K which corresponds to tQ,

then K' is a compact, simply connected semisimple Lie group.   Let C be the

analytic subgroup of K with Lie algebra c..   Then C is a simply connected

abelian Lie group and K = C x K' (direct product).   Let t   = [Ï, t] be the derived

algebra of ï and let b/ = fj O £'.   Then 6, = c + &/.  Since the compact roots of

g with respect to £) can be identified with the roots of  ï   with respect to § , it

follows that a linear functional A on  i) coincides on b,    with the highest weight

of some irreducible representation of K   if and only if 2A(f7a)/a.(//a) is a non-

negative integer for every compact positive root a   (Ha is the unique element in

i) such that B(H, Ha) = a(H) fot all H e fy, B denotes the Killing form on g x g).

Therefore the irreducible representations of K ate in one-to-one correspondence

A «-» rA  with the linear functionals A on i) such that 2A(Ha)/a(Ha) is a non-

negative integer for every compact positive root a.

Let a  , • •., a   be the set of all simple roots of g; here we are referring to

the set P of all positive roots introduced before.   Assume that a,  , • •., a   (r <

r) ate all the noncompact positive roots among these.   Define a linear functional

AQ on É) by

A0(/7a) = 0, 1 < i < t,

A(tf) = A(Ha),      /<z<r.

Now, there exists a finite dimensional irreducible representation r of G

with highest weight AQ.   Let v be a nonzero highest weight vector.   Let V de-

note the linear span of \r(k\: k e K  S;  V is a K -invariant subspace.   Let

rA0^) = r(*) I v> ror all * e Kc> tnen (V. rA ) is an irreducible Xc-module with

highest weight AQ.   Let rA  be the representation of K on V defined by

(2-5) rA(k) = eX(H)rAQ(k),      k e (exp H)K', H e cQ,

where A = A - AQ.   We claim that  r A  is an irreducible representation of K on V

with highest weight A.   In fact, it is an irreducible representation, because rA

is irreducible, and, if H e c_,

rA(//) = UM eM'HVAo(exPfCoí/7)]/=0 = Mf/) + rA()(r/),

ifXe^,

rA(X) = [rfMrAo(expKoiX)]/=o = rAo(X).
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Therefore

rA(f/)i> = U + A0)(H)v = MH)v    if H £ cn,

fA(W)i; = A0iH)v = Aif/V if H e Ê)0 = ^0 ° fó'

hence, the highest weight of ?*A  is A.

We recall that we have defined the map k: G —» Kc by

g = ?/<(g)p,      q £ P_, Kig) eKc, p e P+.

Let K   denote the universal covering group of K .   Since G is simply connected

the map k can be lifted, in a unique way, to a map TU: G —* Kc such that ît"(e) =

e and making the following diagram commutative:

K
c

G — K .

We have the direct decomposition  S = c + f , hence, if K   and C denote the

analytic subgroups of K   which correspond to the subalgebras  t   and C respec-

tively we have that Kc = C xK'c (direct product).   Let us define a map y: G —♦ C

by

Xig) £ expiyig))K'c,   tot all g £ G.

Now we are in a position to define our desired map 0: G —» Gl ÍV).  Let

(2.6) 9(g) = e*y(*\oÍKÍg)), g £ G.

We want to point out the following properties of the map $.

2.3. Theorem,   (i)  $(e) = / identity transformation of V.

(ii) mtgk2) = rA(/fc,)<I>(g)rAU2) for all g £ G; hv *2 € K.

(iii) X$ = 0 /or a// X e ft+.

Moreover any continuously different i able function $,: G —» L(V) which satisfies

properties (i), (ii) a«¿ (iii) coincides with the function 4>.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.3 we will state and prove the following

lemma.

2.4. Lemma,   (i) nik^gkA = k j*(g)/i2 for all g e G; kv *2 e K.

(ii) dKgiX) = 0 for all g £ G; X e ft+.

Proof.   For g £ G, let g = q*(g)p where q £ P_, p € P+.  Given Aj, *2 e K,

write
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klgk2 m IjgS2 . ktfk- ^¡nigïk^- lpk2.

Since kPjJt'1 = P± toi ail k e Kc, we conclude that xik^kj = k lnig)k2.  To

prove (ii) it is convenient to introduce the following notation:  let a: G —» G   be

the map defined by O-ig) = g  and let j8: P_KcP+ —» f\c be the map defined by

ßiqkp) = k whenever q £ P_, k £ Kc and p £ P+.  Suppose Xj, X2 £ gQ, then

da (Xj + ¿X2) = [¿/¿r aig exp iXj)]t=0 + /[rf/di a(g exp i^2^t=o

= Ü//A (a(g) expc^Xj)]^,, + ÍÜ//A (a(g) expGcíX2)lí=0

= U/dt iaig) exp^HXj + iXjOi^.

Now

dKgiX1 + iX2) = dßdagiX , + ¿X2)

= dß\d/dt iaig) expc^KXj + zX2))]i=o

= [d/dt (jß(a(g) exp^KXj + zX2)))]/=0.

If Xj + ¿X2 £ ft+ then

ßiaig) expGctiX1 + iX2)) = ßiqKig)p expG (Xj + zX.,)) = Kig),

since P+ is a group, and therefore ok(Xj + ¿X2) = 0.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. From part (i) of Lemma 2.4 and the uniqueness of path

lifting it follows that Ä'Ujgfej) = XikAXigykik^ fot all g £ G; fcj, k2 e K; which

in turns implies that

Y^lgk2) = yiÂl) + yig) + yik2)   tot all g£G; k^ k2 £ K.

Also, we need to observe that if k = (exp H)k , H £ CQ and k  £ K , then the

uniqueness of path lifting implies that R'U) = ic"(exp H)7(ik'),  and moreover that

*(*') e K'c  and »'(exp H) = exp^  («).  Hence yU) = H it k £ (exp H)K', ff e cQ.

Therefore, going back to the definition (2.6) and using part (i) of Lemma 2.4

again, we have

9ik1gk2) = eX{^8k2\iKiklgk2))

X(H,
= e

if A. £ (exp //.)£', //. e c0, ;' = 1, 2.   By taking a look at (2.5) we realize that

part (ii) of the theorem is proved.  We will prove now that X$ = 0 for all X £ ft+.

Let p: Kc —» K   denote the covering projection.   Then
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dpid"!? (X)) = dKg(X) = 0   for all g e G, X e p+.

Since dp is an isomorphism, it follows that dk (X) = 0 for all X e p+.   Let 8:

Kc—>c denote the map defined by /3((exp H)k) = H (H e c, k e K'c).   Then

dy (X) = dß(dKg(X)) = 0,    for ail g e G, X e p+.

Therefore,

tX«W(g) = \(dyg(X)Mg) 4- eX(r(8))UrAo)K(g)JKg(X) = 0

for ail g e G, X e p+.

Finally, we have to prove the uniqueness of the map $. Let $,: G —> L(V)

(L(v0 denotes the space of all linear maps of V into V) be any continuously dif-

ferentiable map with the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Theorem 2.3. Then the

formula

(2.7) F(l/r(gK)) = 01(g)$(g)-1

defines a continuously diffèrentiable map F: D —> L(V) such that

(2.8) F(k ■ z) = rA(k)F(z)rx(k)-x    fot all k e K; z e D.

In (2.2) we have identified p    (resp.  £+) with the holomorphic (resp. antiholo-

morphic) tangent space of D   at 0, via the canonical projection 7r: G —* D.   Then,

since the holomorphic structure of D is G-invariant, we have dir X   e T .  .

(resp. drr X    £ T  ,  .) if X e p_  (resp. X e p+).   Thus a continuously different-

iable vector valued function on D is holomorphic if and only if (dn X )/ = 0 for

all g e G, X e p+.

From (2.7) it follows that

(dngXg)F = [Xüg^iXg)-1 - Í^Wg)" KX$\(gW- l(g)

which shows that F is holomorphic since X$ = XOj = 0 for all X e p+.

Let us point out that the action of K on D is given by

k • z - AdU)z    for all k e K, z e D.

Let CQ be the analytic subgroup of KQ with Lie algebra CQ.   Then CQ is a torus.

If we decompose p_  into irreducible submodules under the action of CQ, the

characters which thus appear are nontrivial, since they correspond to the noncom-

pact simple roots which have a nonzero restriction to  CQ.   Therefore, if / is a

holomorphic vector valued function on D then the Cauchy integral formula tells

us that

<2-9> A0) = iCo /(Ad(h)z)dh    fot all zeD
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where dh denotes the normalized Haar measure of Cn.

We apply (2.9) to the holomorphic function F defined in (2.7):

F(0)=L   F(Ad(h)z)dh= f     F(z)dh = F(z)    forall zeD;
c0 JC0

here we have used (2.8) and the fact that T\(k) is a scalar multiple of the identity

for every k in the center of K.   Thus we have proved that F(z) = F(0) - QAeyt^e)"1

= / (identity of Gl(V)) for all z e D and therefore $j(g) = 3>(g) for all g eG.

This completes the proof of the Theorem 2.3.

The map $: G —> Gl(V) defined in (2.6), and since property (ii) of Theorem

2.3 holds, certainly defines a C°°-equivalence lP (see 2.4) between the homoge-

neous holomorphic vector bundle FA —* G/K induced by the irreducible representa-

tion rA of K on V, and the trivial vector bundle D x V —> D.   Therefore, the pair

(</r, 10 induced a bijection s *-* s   between C°°-sections of £A —» G/K and those

of D x V —• D.   If we define the functions f : G/K — V and f ,'. D —» V by

s(gK) = [g,/s(g)l    and    »'(*) = (*./,,(*))   forall geC, zeD

then /    and / , ate related by

(2.10) fsM(gK)) = <!>(g)fs(g)    fot s ~s' and all g e G.

According to Theorem 2.1 a C°°-section s of Ex —» G/K is holomorphic if

and only if Xf   =0 for all X e p+.   From (2.10) it follows that

(drrgXg)fs, = [Xí>](g)/s(g) + «g)[X/sl(«).

Part (iii) of Theorem 2.3 implies now that [X/s](g) = 0 if and only if (dir X )fs,

= 0.   In other words, the bijection s *-* s   restricts to a bijection between the

holomorphic sections of EA —' G/K and the holomorphic sections of D x V —> D.

Hence *P is holomorphic.

As an application of the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.3, we will point out

here a functional equation satisfied by the map $: G —» Gl(V) defined in (2.6).

Let z"A be an irreducible unitary representation of K on  V and let y\.: K —>

C denote its character.   Let $: G —♦ Gl (V) denote the unique map satisfying

properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3-3.   Then y (k)<f>(xkg) depends only on

k.   Let dk  denote the Haar measure on KQ normalized by   L   dk = 1.

2.5.   Theorem.

(2.11) (dimV)/K   xA(kMxkg)dk = <!>(x)<Hg)    forall x,geG.
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Proof.   Fix x £ G.   Let

Fig) = (dim V)(JK   xA(*)*Cx*g>dk\$ig)- '.

Then it is easy to check that

Fihgk) = Fig)    tot all g £ G, k £ K, h £ center of K,

XF = 0 for ail X e ft+.

These were the two properties we used in Theorem 2.3 to conclude that Fig) =

Fie) fot all g £ G.   Now we compute

Fie) = (dim V)<ftx) /    ~xJJk~)rxik)dk

= (dim V)4(x) f     y.   ik)r.   ik)dk = <D(x)
JKo    A0      A0

(see 2.5), as a consequence of Schur orthogonality relations for the irreducible

representation r.    of the compact group KQ on V.  This completes the proof of

the theorem.

Let G be a connected Lie group, K a compact subgroup.   A spherical func-

tion of the pair (G, K) is a complex valued continuous function / on G, not iden-

tically 0 such that

(2.12) fKfixkg)dk=fix)fig\

Spherical functions have the properties (a) fie) = 1 and (b)  /(¿jg^) ■ fig) for

all g £ G; k., k2 £ K.   If we recall the properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.3 the

connection between (2.11) and (2.12) is transparent.

3.  Square integrable holomorphic sections.   In this chapter we will be referring

to the situation and notation introduced in §2.   In particular, M = G/K denotes a

Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type, and G denotes the universal

covering group of A0(M).  A denotes the highest weight of an irreducible repre-

sentation rA of K on   V, and EA —» G/K denotes the homogeneous holomorphic

vector bundle over G/K induced by rA (cf. Theorem 2_1).

To define a G-invariant Hermitian structure on EA —» G/K it is necessary

and sufficient to have a K-invariant inner product on V. The one-to-one corre-

spondence between these structures is given by

(3.1) ([g, v], [g, v']) = iv, v')    for all [g, v\, [g, v'] £ EA.

For an irreducible representation rA of K on V we can define a iC-invariant in-

ner product on V if and only if A is a real linear functional on §, i.e. A(f/a) is

a real number for all a £ A.  Thus, from now on A will denote a real linear
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functional on § such that 2A(/7a)/a(/7a) is a nonnegative integer for every com-

pact positive root a.  We choose a K-invariant inner product ( , ) on V, which is

unique up to a multiplicative constant, and we introduce the corresponding G-in-

variant Hermitian structure on EA —» G/K (see 3.1).

Let H.  denote the space of all holomorphic sections s of EA —» G/K such

that

(3.2) f  ,    isix), six))dx<eo,
JGl K

dx denotes the volume element of the Hermitian symmetric space G/K.   It is not

difficult to show that f/A is a Hubert space with the norm (3.2).   Moreover the

natural action of G on the sections of EA    * G/K, given by

igs)ix) = gsig~lx),      g£G, x£ G/K,

defines a unitary representation n.  of G  on WA.

By making use of the holomorphic trivialization (2.3) defined by (2.4) and

(2.6) the space f/A can be identified with the space of all holomorphic functions

/: D —» V such that

)nifiz),fiz))zdz<oo,

where iv, w)z = ($(g)-1v, $ig)~1w), z = g • 0, v, w £ V, and dz is the volume

element of D corresponding to dx under the map xfr.   The action of G is given by

(3.3) (a/)(g.0) = 1>(g>lKM-1g)-1/(""1g-0),    u,g£G,

and in particular for k £ K we have

(3.4) ikf)iz) = rA(fc)/(Ad ik)~ lz),      z£D,

since the action of K on D is given by the adjoint representation of K on ft_

restricted to D; see also Theorem 2.3.

3.1.   Theorem (cf. Theorem 2 of [2]).   The representation ir.  of G on /VA is

irreducible.    Moreover, H. A>{0) if and only if iVA contains the constant functions.

Proof.   Let H be a nonzero closed invariant subspace of /iA.  Take a func-

tion f £ H such that /(0) 4 0.   For a fixed h £ CQ the formula (3.4) shows that

the function z —* fiAdih)z) is also in H, and therefore the constant function z

—»/(0) belongs to H (see 2.9).   Thus any two nonzero closed invariant subspaces

of /iA have a nonzero intersection.  Since ?rA is unitary, the theorem is com-

pletely proved.

Theorem 3-1 leads us to consider the integral
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(3.5) /„(",./)   «V*=f     (<î>(g)-1v,<î>(g)-1v)dg,       veV;
D * On

note that ($(g)~  v, í>(g)~  v) depends only on g.   To compute this, one transforms

the integration over GQ as follows.   (Cf. [7].)  Let  cu    be a maximal abelian sub-

space of \¡0 and extend  a.    to a maximal abelian subalgebra  aQ of gQ.   Let a

be the subalgebra of g generated by o.Q.   Then  a is a Cartan subalgebra of g and

let  a* = S RHa where a runs over the set of all nonzero roots of g with respect

to  a.   Then ap   C a* and compatible orderings can be introduced in the dual

spaces of ap   and  a*.   Let Q denote the set of positive roots which do not van-

ish identically on ap .   The Killing form of g0 gives rise to a Euclidean metric

on a.      Let dH denote the Riemannian measure on a.    induced by this metric.

Then if / is a continuous function with compact support on GQ

(3.6) f    f(y)dy=(     \ U sinh a (H) dH f /U.exp Hkjdk, «tt,
JGo J«»o|oeû JK0XKo'     I*'       J        12

(dy and dk suitable normalized Haar measures).

In the special situation here, it is possible to select a.   with particular

reference to A.   In fact one can find noncompact positive roots y^,,..., ys such

that y. ±y. is never a root for i A>j and the real subspace  ap   generated by

X     + X is a maximal abelian subspace of )3n (see [7]).
y i       - y i u

In order to reduce the problem of computing (3.5) to an integral computed in

[4], we will consider the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle EA * —» G/K

associated to the contragredient representation of r    instead of EA —» G/K.

Let V* denote the dual space of V.   The map v —» 1    defined by 1 (w) =

(w, v) defines a real isomorphism of V onto V*.  We can define an inner product

on V* by

(lv, lw) m (w, v),      v,weV.

Given a linear transformation T: V —» V then T*: V —* V will denote the adjoint

of T and T: V* —» V* will denote the transpose transformation. One can easily

check that '71 = 1_„ . The map $*: G —»Gl(V*) corresponding to the contra-

gredient representation of rA (see 2.6) is given by

**/ -,       -X(y(«)) i     i t s\-\ ^ ,-
® (g) = e t\0(k{&>>    »      «eG»

as one can be convinced by using the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.3.

The function we now want to integrate over GQ is
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(*%)-X, **(g)-\)~ k^^Yi'^Uig))^, \¿dg))lv)

= |«X(7'<«»|2(IrAoU(g))*t;, l\iKig))*v)

= |eA(y(*»|2(rAo0c(g))V rAoÍKÍg))*v),     g e G.

For k,, A, e K and //fa«   we have
1     2 'o

(<&*(*! exp/7¿2)-1lt;, 4>*Uj exprí/fe-,)-1^)

= | x(r(«PH))|2(     (K(expfY))*r   (I"1),,, r.  Weip»))V  (¿T1)*)
1 '      Afj v Aq     I A0 r An     1

= e2^^H^\\rxÍKÍexPH))rKoik-')v\\2

where we have taken into account the fact that A(y(exp H)) is real and that

rA («(exp H)) is selfadjoint for all H e ap  .

According to (3.6) we have to compute

(3-7) ¿oKo^sP H^ikhfdk = (dim V)-1XAo(K(exp H)2)

if  ||v|| = 1, where \.    denotes the character of rA .   This is a straightforward

consequence of the Schur orthogonality relations for the irreducible representa-

tion rA    of the compact group KQ on V.

Thus the problem of computing

Lb  . 1  )  dz
JD     v'    v z

has been reduced to the more concrete problem of evaluating

f     e2A(y(e*pH))      (K(expr/)2) TT  \sinh aiH)\dH.
Jû»0 A0 a"

Let / i denote the constant function /(z) = v , z £ D, v   £ V*, \\v'\\ = 1 and

let p denote the half sum of all positive roots of g with respect to í).   H.+ will

denote the space of all square integrable holomorphic sections of EA„ —» G/K

(see 3.2).

3.2.  Theorem (cf. Theorem 4, [4]).   In order to have H^ / J0l it is neces-

sary and sufficient that A(r7 J + piH al < 0 for all noncompact positive roots ß.

Moreover, it is possible to normalize the Haar measure on GQ in such a way

that iwhen /7A„ / J0i)

= (dim V) | fi  iMHa) + piHa))/piHa)\ - ».
aeP
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(We recall that P denotes the set of all positive roots of g with respect to §.)

3.3. Remark . Let vQ ¿ 0 be a highest weight vector of the irreducible repre-

sentation »"A.   From (3-3) and (3.4) one easily deduces that

Ax    a''t/Q A    a'vrj a   vq

for all positive roots a of g with respect to \   That is to say that jta has an

extreme vector f     of weight A.  Conversely, the representations tta constructed

here are precisely all the irreducible unitary representations of G which admit

an extreme vector.

3.4. Remark.   If we realized G/K as a bounded domain in p+ instead of in

p_ then we do not need to pass to the contragredient representation of rA, and

the statement of Theorem 3.2 is still correct by replacing the space //A» by HA.

Square integrable representations.   Let G be a connected semisimple Lie

group and let Z denote its center.   Then if n is an irreducible unitary representa-

tion of G on a Hilbert space H we can find a unitary character rj   oí Z such

that tAz) = r¡n(z)v(e) tot z £ Z.   Let ZQ be a subgroup of Z oí finite index.  Let

g —*g  denote the natural projection of G onto GQ = G/ZQ.  Given two nonzero

elements /} and f2 in H, it is clear that \(iAg)fy f2)\ (g £ G) depends only on

g" and thus defines a continuous function of Gn.  We say that 77 is square inte-

grable, if there exist two elements /t ¿ 0, f2 ¿ 0 in H such that

SaJGoK'Kg)/1>/2)|2¿cf<~.

It is obvious that this definition does not depend on the choice of the subgroup

ZQ as long as Z/ZQ is finite.

Let n and tt' be two square integrable representations of G on the Hilbert

spaces H and H   respectively.  Then if their central characters coincide on ZQ

it is clear that (n(g)¡ y f2)(ir'(g)f[, f2)  depends only on g   and therefore may be

regarded as a function on Gn (fy f2 £ H; /j, f2 £ H ; g £ G).  Then the following

Schur orthogonality relations hold (cf. [4]).  If n and v' are not equivalent

I
for all fy f2£H and f[, f\ £ H1, and

(3.9) J*Go««>/v i¿ü3i'7í'Jd&=d;^fvO^Q

(fy f2, fy f2 £ H), where dfí is a positive constant called the formal degree of it.

Clearly d   depends on the choice of ZQ and the normalization of the Haar

measure of GQ.  However once these have been fixed, it is obvious that two

equivalent square integrable representations have the same formal degree.
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Now we are going to prove that the representation 77A* of G on f7A* is square

integrable and compute its formal degree.

Let us assume that Hx ¿ {Oi.   Then according to the Theorem 3.1, for any

v £ V the constant function /   £ HA, hence

£.  Wxg)~ lV, <£(g)- Xw)dg = (ir.Oc-x)/ . /„ ) < oo    all x £ G; v, w £ V

(see 3.3).   Therefore, (^(g)"1)*«!^)"1 as a function of g   is integrable over GQ

for all x £ G.   Let

Fix) = *U) J"    Wg^V^cg)-1 dg.

One can easily check that

(i) îiUJx/fe2) = rAU1)?(x)7-AU1)-1 forall x £ G; ky k2 £ K.

(ii) XF" = 0 for all X £ p+

(cf. Theorem 3.3).   Thus F defines a holomorphic function F on D, namely

Fty(gK)) = F(g)    all g£G.

The Cauchy's integral formula (2.9) and property (i) give

F(0) = f    F(Ad(h)z)dh m Fiz)   fot all z £D;

we have taken into account the fact that rAU) is a scalar whenever k is in the

center of K.   Therefore, Fix) is equal to a constant.   To evaluate this constant

Fie) we observe that

Fie) = rAik)F(e)rjXk)-l    for all k £ K

(cf. (i)).   Hence   F(e)  is a scalar.    To evaluate the scalar we just take a

vector v £ V oí unit length and compute

(F(e)v, v) = f     («(g)"1«, «(g)-Mrfg = ll/JI2.
We have proved

3.5.   Lemma.   // the space Hx 4- !0} and v £ V is such that \\v\\ = 1 then

L   ($(g)-1)*$(xg)-1¿g=||/J|2^)-1   forall x£ G.
0

We now consider the space //A* associated with the contragredient representa-

tion of rA and we assume that //A* ^ {0|.   To prove that the representation 7T.*

of G is square integrable we will consider

(3.10) fG   \(nKMfv„fv,)\2dx,     v'eV*,|H| = l.
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According to Lemma 3.5 we have

^Mvrfv,) = JCo (^(x-1«)-',', t>*ig)-lv')dg

hence, the integral (3.10) is equal to

(3.11) imi4JgJ($*(*)-v,z,<)|2¿x.

By a computation similar to the one we did before one obtains that

|(<D*U, exp/7¿,)-V,z/)|2(3.12) l 2

= e2X(y(expH))|(r    (J^^^^p H\iJ2)v, v)\2

fot all k.k   e K; H £ dp    and v   = 1  .   Using the Schur orthogonality relations

of r.    on KQ it follows that

f |(r.   ik.)r.   Uiexp H))r.ik?)v,v)\2dk.dk2
Jk0xk0    a°   ! Ao Ao   2 l    2

(3.13) = (dim V)"1 fK    ||rA Wexp ff))rA (*2)i/||2A2

= (dim V)_1X    (/c(expr/)2)

(see (3.7)).   Making use of (3.6), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain

fGo\i^ix)fv„fvl)\2dx=,idimV)
-H < ».

Therefore, n.t  is a square integrable representation of G and according to (3.8)

and (3-9) its formal degree is given by

^=(dimV)||/v,||-2 IT iMHa) + piHa))/piHa)
aeP

Note the similarity of this formula with the formula of Weyl which gives the dimen-

sion of an irreducible representation of a compact semisimple Lie group in terms

of its highest weight.

3.6.  Remark.   The Hodge star operator induces a conjugate linear isomorphism

between the Hubert space  WA = Hy iE^) of all square integrable holomorphic

sections of EA —♦ G/K and the space H2'niL ® EA) of all square integrable har-

monic (0, n) forms on G/K with values in L ® EA< L denotes the canonical

line bundle of G/K and EA denotes the complex dual bundle of EA.   Thus the

action of G on HyniL ® EA) defines also a unitary irreducible representation of

G which is square integrable over G/Z.
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